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Introducing AutoCAD Civil 3D 2010Sybex, 2009
Two civil engineering experts present a focused, no-nonsense introduction to Autodesk's civil engineering software

AutoCAD Civil 3D is the industry-leading civil engineering software, and this well-structured resource features focused discussions and practical exercises to help you quickly learn its core features. Reinforced with...
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Wi-Foo : The Secrets of Wireless HackingAddison Wesley, 2004
 The definitive guide to penetrating and defending wireless networks. 

 Straight from the field, this is the definitive guide to hacking wireless networks. Authored by world-renowned wireless security auditors, this hands-on, practical guide covers everything you need to attack -- or protect -- any...
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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2010Sybex, 2009
A complete, detailed reference and tutorial for Autodesk's popular and robust civil engineering software

AutoCAD Civil 3D is the industry-leading civil engineering software, and this guide by a pair of Civil 3D experts is the comprehensive reference for both novices and professionals. It focuses on teaching vital Civil 3D 2010 tips,...
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Logic for Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Logic and its components (propositional, first-order, non-classical) play a key role in Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence. While a large amount of information exists scattered throughout various media (books, journal articles, webpages, etc.), the diffuse nature of these sources is problematic and logic as a topic benefits from a...
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Survey Sampling: Theory and Methods, Second Edition (Statistics: Textbooks and Monograms)CRC Press, 2005
Since publication of the first edition in 1992, the field of survey sampling has grown considerably. This new edition of Survey Sampling: Theory and Methods has been updated to include the latest research and the newest methods. The authors have undertaken the daunting task of surveying the sampling literature of the past few decades to provide an...
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Historical Information Science: An Emerging UnidisciplineInformation Today, 2002
It suggests that trends in information retrieval, research, and teaching using modern information technology point toward a unidisciplinary field, Historical Information Science, which potentially can grow out of older quantification and Social Science history, the interplay between History and Information Science, and new methodologies and...
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Malicious Attack Propagation and Source Identification (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2018

	
		This book covers and makes four major contributions:

	
		1) analyzing and surveying the pros and cons of current approaches for identifying rumor sources on complex networks;

	
		2) proposing a novel approach to identify rumor sources in time-varying networks;

	
		3) developing a fast approach to identify...
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Software Build Systems: Principles and ExperienceAddison Wesley, 2011

	Are you a software developer? Are you interested in how build systems work?
	You’re reading this book; so there’s a good chance you answered “Yes” to both
	questions. On the other hand, many software developers aren’t interested in
	how their program is compiled. Most people just want to press a button and...
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Information Visualization, Second Edition: Perception for Design (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"This unique and essential guide to human visual perception and related cognitive principles will enrich courses on information visualization and empower designers to see their way forward.  Ware's updated review of empirical research and interface design examples will do much to accelerate innovation and adoption of information...
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Data Dissemination in Wireless Computing Environments (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2000
In our increasingly mobile world the ability to access  information on demand at any time and place can satisfy people's  information needs as well as confer on them a competitive advantage.  The emergence of battery-operated, low-cost and portable computers  such as palmtops and PDAs, coupled with the availability and  exploitation of wireless...
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